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Hidden Beauty of Seoul

Revealed in Color Plates
By Samuel H. Moffett

ART TREASURES OF SEO-

UL, WITH WALKING TOURS,
by Edward Adams. Seoul In-

ternational Publishing Co.

1980.

The prolific pen and magic

camera of Edward Adams
have done it again. Ever since

the 1960s Adams has been re-

cording the beauties of the

Korean scene to the benefit of

visitors and residents alike: as

in Faces of Korea; Through

Gates of Seoul; Kyongju

Guide; etc. His newest book,

Art Treasures of Seoul, is one

of his very best. And as usual,

his photographs steal the

show.
In 172 pages of stunning col-

or plates he peels back the

layers of soot and smog from

this overcrowded megalopolis

and reminds us that there are

quiet, hidden beauties that

make Seoul more than a show-

case of ten years of economic

miracle and ecological neg-

lect. This city is still the

world’s greatest treasure

house of “5,000 years of Ko-

rean art.”

Adams is interested in

paintings and pottery and does

ample justice to both, but this

is* an introduction to a much
wider range of cultural assets

than that. Some of his pages

are on architecture and gar-

dens, on mask dances and an-

cient ceremonies, parks,

tombs, temples, palaces and

pagodas. If the darting traf-

fic, milling crowds and jumbl-

ed concrete construction ob-

stacles of Seoul make you

Wonder whether it is worth

*he trouble to try to find these

hidden treasures, Adams’ col-

or photographs are enough to

snap the most inhibited of for-

eign visitors out of culture

shock and into one of the

walking tours he outlines at

the back of the book, com-
plete with maps and running

commentary.
Art Treasures of Seoul

pens with a kaleidoscopic pic-

brial essay on modern Seoul,

'this bustling city, booming
with (growth) against the

background of tradition”: a

temple of heaven dwarfed by
luxury hotels, a Japanese-

built city hall welcoming
President Jimmy Carter, a

massive block of red apart-

ments trying to hide the

‘Art Treasures of Seoul*

magnificent sweep of moun-
tains that encircle the capital.

But the emphasis is on tradi-

tion. First the traditional re-

ligions and their colorful cere-

monies, Confucian, Buddhist

and shamanist. Then the pal-

aces. Naksonjae, current re-

sidence of the last of the Yi.

The Secret Gardens in the

snow. The walls, the gates,

the tombs of the kings. And
finally the warm, lively faces

of the people, “the most fri-

endly of all Asian people to

the foreigner.”

Another short introductory

section gives a brief history

of Seoul which is, in effect,

an outline sketch of the 500-

year Yi dynasty. It places in

perspective the founding of the

city, the dynasty’s cultural ac-

complishments, the invasions,

the coming of Christianity and

the fateful meeting of East

and West, followed by a quick

review of the chaotic turmoil

that engulfed the peninsula in

the 20th century.

But the heart of the book

begins at page 69, the “Arts of

Seoul.” All else is introduction

to what the author calls “one

of the best kept secrets of

Korea” — its art. Long ignor-

ed as inferior to that of either

China or Japan, Korea’s artis-

tic legacy is only now begin-

ning to receive worldwide re-

cognition of its simplicities, its

naturalness, its grace, humor
and chromatic contrasts. It

might have been helpful to di-

vide this long central chapter

into its several major sec-

tions: primitive, Buddhist,

Koryo celadon, Yi painting,

ceramics and architecture,

but it nevertheless remains the

most attractive popular pre-

sentation I have seen.

It begins with the prehis-

toric comb pottery of the neoli-

thic tribes, and traces the

early development of Korean
art through the vigorous wall

paintings of Koguryo to the

glittering gold crowns of Silla

with their traces of shamanist
symbolism, and the hard gray
pottery of the Three Kingdoms
period.

As Adams points out, the

first great turning point in Ko-

rean culture came with the

introduction of Buddhism in

the fourth century. It brought

in the golden age of early Ko-

rean civilization. Its
.

best

known symbol, perhaps, is the

serene gilt bronze Maitreya
Buddha made famous abroad

on the cover of the brochure

introducing the traveling ex-

hibition of 5000 Years of Ko-

rean Art. No less beautiful

are the temples and the bells

but they are outside of Seoul,

so we can be grateful to

Adams for letting his camera
stray for a moment beyond
the city walls to vistas of

temples and pagodas in the

long valleys and to the great

bells, the most beautiful ever
cast by the hand of man.

Koryo celadon deserves a

section all its own, particular-

ly since the best single collec-

tion on display is in Seoul’s

National Museum. Adams’ dis-

cussion of the history and dev-

elopment of these master-
pieces of the potter’s art, with

their “slender curved lines,

elegant shapes and kingfisher-

green hues” helps to explain

why their fame spread centuri-

es ago through east Asia and
why they are still the prize of

connoisseurs today.

Another turning point in the

history of Korean culture was
the transition from Koryo to

Yi dynasty patterns in art and
society. It was more than a

change in dynasty, it was a

change of religion, and as reli-

gion is the mother of art, the

break in form and style is

unmistakable in painting, ar-

chitecture and ceramics as

Adams’ pictures plainly show.
His beautifully mounted 23-

page treatment of Korean
painting should be required

reading for anyone making a

first trip to the painting wing
of the National Museum.



Art Treasures of Seoul , with Walking Tours , by Edward Adams; Seoul Inter-

national Publishing Company, 1980. Reviewed by Samuel H. 'Moffett.

The prolific pen and magic camera of Edward Adams have done it

again. Ever since the 1960s Adams has been recording the beauties of the

Korean scene to the benefit of visitors and residents alike: Face
_
s

_

Korea ; Through Gates of Seoul ; Kyongju Guide/, Palaces of Seoul . His

newest book, Art Treasures of Seoul , is one of his very best. As usual, his

photographs steal the show.
^

i-te« 172 pages of stunning color plates ^peel* back the layers of

soot and smog from this overcrowded megalopolis and remind* us that there

are quiet, hidden beauties h««e that make Seoul more than a showcase of

ten years of economic miracle and ecological neglect. Vt is still the

world's greatest treasure house of ”5000 years of Korean art .

Adams is interested in paintings and pottery and does ample

justice to both, but this is an introduction So a much wider range of

cultural assets than that. Some of his best pages are on arahitecture

and gardens, on mask dances and ancient ceremonies, parks, tombs, temples,

palaces and pagodas. If the darting traffic, milling crowds and jumbled

concrete construction obstacl?! ^fec^ wonder whether it is worth the

trouble of trying to find these hidden treasures, Adams' color photographs

are enough to snap the most inhibited of foreign visitors out of culture

shock and into one of the walking tours he outlines at the back of the

book, complete with maps and running commentary.

Art Treasures of Seoul opens with a kaleidoscopic pictorial

essay on modern Seoul, "this bustling city, booming with (growth) against

the background of tradition": a temple of heaven dwarfed by luxury hotels,

a Japanese-built city hall welcoming President Jimmy Carter, a massive block

of red apartments trying to hide the magnificent sweep of mountains that
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encircle the capital.’

^But the emphasis is on tradition. First the traditional re-

ligions and their colofful ceremonies, Confucian, Buddhist and shamanist.

Then the palaces. Naksonjae, current residence of the last of the Yi.

The Secret Gardens in the snow. The walls, the gates, the tombs of the

kings. And finally the warm, lively faces of the people, "the most

friendly of all Asian people to the foreigner".

Another short introductory section gives a brief history of

Seoul which is, in effect, an outline sketch of the 500-year Yi dynasty.

It places in perspective the founding of the city, the dynasty's cultural

accomplishiments, the invasions, the coming of Christianity and the fate-

ful meeting of east and west, followed by a quick review of the chaotic

-tvr
. ,

turmoil t&e enciulfed the peninsula in the 2oth century.
^ *"

But the heart of the book begins at page 69, the Arts of

Seoul". All else is introduction/^ what the athhor calls one of the

best kept secrets of Korea",-its art. Long ignored as inferior to either

China or Japan, Koreans artistic legacy is only now beginning to

receive worldwide recognition of its simplicities, its naturalness, its

grace, humor and chromatic contrasts. It might have been helpful to divide

this long central chapter into its several major sections: primitive,

Buddhist, Koryo celadon, Yi painting, ceramics and architecture, but it

remains the most attractive popular presentation I have seen.

It begrins with the prehistoric, tJae comb pottery of the

neolithic tribes, and traces the early of Korean art through

the vigorous wall paintings of Koguryo to the glittering gold crowns of
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with their traces of Shamanist symbolism, and the hard gray pottery

of the Three Kingdoms period.

As Adams points out, the first great turning point in Korean

culture came with the introduction of Buddhism in the fourth century.

It brought in the golden age of early Korean civilization. Its best

known symbol, perhaps, is the serene gilt bronze Mattreya Buddha made

famous abroad on the cover of the brochure introducing the traveling

exhibition of $000 Years of Korean Art. No less beautiful are the

temples and the bells but they are outside of Seoul, so we can be grate-

ful to Adams for letting his camera stray for a moment beyond the city

walls to vistas of temples and pagodas in the long valleys and to the

great bells, the most beautiful ever cast by the hand of man.

Koryo celadon deserves a section all its own, particularly

since the best single collection on display is in Seoul's o wn National

Museum. Adams' discussion of the history and development of these

masterpieces of the potter's art, with their "slender curved lines,

elegant shapes and kingfi sher-green hues" helps to explain why their

fame spread centuries ago through east Asia and why they are still the

prize tff conoissewrs today.

Another turning point in the history of Korean culture was

the transition from Koryo to Yi dynasty patterBS in art and society.

It was more than a change in dynasty, it was a change of religion, an as

religion is the mother of art the break in form and sty&e is unmistak-

able, as Adams' pictures plainly show, in painting, architecture and

ceramics. His beautifully mounted 23-page treatment of Korean painting
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should be required reading for anyone making a first trip to the

painting wing of the National Museum. H4sAcommentary distinguishes be-

tween two main periods of Yi dynasty painting, the northern and

southern schools^and is enlivened by thumbnail sketches of thebesters,

their styles, their innovations and thetr eccentricities.

%

T The walking tours suggested at the end have already been

mentioned. All are in downtown Seoul and are uncomplicated enough for

anyone to try. The first begins on the east side at the Ancestral Shrine

of the Yi dynasty kings. It wanders a* thro igh Pagoda Park, with its

memories of the 1919 Independence Movement demonstrations and on into

the tempting byways of Mary's Alley clusters of antique and

y.

curio shops* ending up finally at the Great Bell pavilion two blocks

north of the Lotte Hotel. The second covers the west side from City Hall

Plaza and the Toksu Palace (separate map) through the old Legation guarter

and back to the Temple of Heaven behind the Chosen Hotel. Maps without

commentary are given for walks through the two major palace areas:

the Ch'angdok Palace and its Secret Gardens, and the Kyungbok Palace

with the National and Fok Museums.

Art experts and historians may detect an occasional minor

slip, but as a combination^guide and introduction to

Korean art this book has no egual

.


